Abstract. Based on comparative research this article analyses indigenous women’s organising trajectories and the creation of spaces where they position themselves as autonomous political actors. Drawing on social movement theory and intersectionality, we present a typology of the organisational forms adopted by indigenous women in Peru, Bolivia and Mexico over the last two decades. One of the key findings of our comparative study is that indigenous women have become social movement actors through different organisational forms that in part determine the degree of autonomy they can exercise as political subjects.
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‘I think that it is time to talk about women’s rights, like this, openly, because here in our organisation they have used the term gender in vain; at the previous executive council of our organisation, a man was appointed Secretary of Gender! And he didn’t do anything for us women. So we said no, we no longer accept it.’ These words from Justa Cabrera, former President of the Confederación Nacional de Mujeres Indígenas de Bolivia (CNAMIB), reflect the situation of many indigenous women activists. The CNAMIB was created in 2008 by hundreds of women from organisations affiliated with the Confederación de Pueblos Indígenas de Bolivia (CIDOB), the main indigenous organisation of the Bolivian lowlands. It became a well-recognised political actor that managed to maintain its affiliation with the...
CIDOB. Like Justa, indigenous women’s organising processes in different countries, while taking different paths towards autonomy, are an intrinsic part of indigenous movements. However, within the literature on indigenous movements in Latin America, there is so far very little discussion of indigenous women’s organising from a comparative point of view. Is there a relationship between the strength of an indigenous movement and the capacity of indigenous women to occupy significant spaces in its organisations? What are the factors explaining different configurations of indigenous women’s participation in indigenous movements? Do indigenous women’s contributions to indigenous movement dynamics vary from one case to another, and if so, why?

These questions are important in order to gain a more nuanced understanding of what these movements are made of and what kinds of social relations are reproduced within them. Indigenous women have been active participants in indigenous movements from their beginnings. However, the literature on indigenous movements in different countries reveals the difficulties women face in being recognised as legitimate political actors in the eyes of the state, civil society in general, women’s movements, and in some cases, even within indigenous organisations. The questions guiding this article are therefore also useful for thinking about social movements as actors in a continual process of formation and transformation that are subject to internal contestation, and themselves the locus of various forms of discrimination and injustice. Moreover, as the feminist literature on social movements and politics in general has shown, too often gender-blind forms of studying political actors end up producing the idea that women do not have political agency or that their agency can be apprehended the same way as men’s.

This article presents the main results of a comparative research project on three cases of interest for the analysis of indigenous politics in Latin America: Mexico, Peru and Bolivia. As will be explained below, these cases present contrasting trajectories and outcomes of indigenous movements in national politics, which allows us to relate differing contexts to indigenous women’s capacity to mobilise as collective actors. Indigenous women have mobilised within indigenous movements traditionally dominated by male
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leaders and where no critical attention was given to gender relations. Our central argument is that in order to act autonomously as a collective representing a social group (indigenous women), they have built spaces of their own that both maintain their affiliation with indigenous organisations while gaining the right to speak as political subjects. One of the key comparative findings of our study is that indigenous women became social movement actors through a variety of organisational forms that in part determine the degree of autonomy they can exercise as political subjects. Yet the question of autonomy is complex in a context where indigenous women are nonetheless a part of indigenous movements and therefore need to remain legitimate actors within them.

The article is structured as follows: first we synthesise how the literature on women’s movements and indigenous movements in Latin America has addressed indigenous women as political actors. We then present our own theoretical framework, combining intersectionality with analytical concepts from the social movement literature. Our perspective seeks to understand the contexts, patterns and forms adopted by indigenous women’s mobilisation through attention to national political processes as well as intra-movement power relations. The last part presents the results of our comparison without pretending to generalise for all the cases found in the region.

**Indigenous Women in the Study of Women’s and Indigenous Movements**

The literature on women’s movements in Latin America is old, diverse and abundant. Women’s role in the transitions to democracy, women’s participation in guerrilla wars, women in electoral politics, grassroots survival-based women’s organisations, or the variety of feminisms active in the region, have each received and continue to receive important theoretical and empirical attention, if only rarely through a systematic comparative framework. In these
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works, for the most part, the ethnic identity of the women that mobilise is not an object of study and therefore indigenous women do not appear to be political actors.

Existing research on indigenous women as political actors has covered different national or sub-national cases within a particular country, but the majority of the works published are neither comparative, nor inserted in the tradition of the political process approach to social movements. Most of the existing literature focuses on the formation of collective identities articulating gender and ethnicity, and on the difficulties indigenous women face vis-à-vis both non-indigenous women’s organisations and indigenous movements. Radcliffe et al. have studied the globalisation of ethno-development discourse and practices to show how indigenous women are marginalised and excluded from both state- and civil society-led initiatives. They also argue, together with other authors, that indigenous organisations or their NGO allies often produce their indigenous ‘authenticity’ in part by arguing that gender relations in indigenous communities are distinct from those in the dominant society or by criticising liberal feminism as an extension of Western colonialism. Indigenous women are thus described as emblematic of indigenous culture in the discourse of indigenous movement leaders.


Burman reveals the different and clashing views of Aymara indigenous women activists who claim that colonialism is the source of their ills, and mestiza feminist activists who see an instrumentalisation of indigenous women in the official decolonisation discourse. Canessa has also very aptly shown the racialised and sexualised gender hierarchy in Bolivia’s new indigenous politics under the rule of Evo Morales, demonstrating the contradictions of emancipatory discourses that reproduce indigenous women’s oppression while promoting their political participation.

Literature on indigenous movements that proposes explanatory frameworks to understand their political mobilisation has generally ignored gender as a variable. Yashar emphasises the dual transformation of Latin American societies towards neoliberal citizenship regimes and democratic politics that created both political associational space as well as new threats to the survival of indigenous communities. Lucero studies the competing forces that attempt to represent indigeneity in social movements through different repertoires and with more or less success depending on path dependent trajectories of collective action. In his insightful study, the question of how the indigenous political subject that is being represented is constructed is not discussed through a gendered frame.

The predominant conceptualisation of political associational space considers social movements’ political opportunities in relation to state repression or political rights, or else to the virtual absence of the state. This way of thinking about political opportunities does not reflect upon the particular contextual and institutional conditions for indigenous women’s mobilisation. In the literature on women’s mobilisation in the anti-authoritarian regimes of the 1970s in Latin America, for example, one of the findings highlights the lesser repression exercised against women’s organisations in comparison to male-dominated organisations, because women were framed as non-political actors and unthreatening maternal figures. In general, the literature argues for considering patterns of gender segregation or stratification in the broader society as relevant to understanding the way that social movements
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are shaped. How did these factors affect indigenous movement trajectories and the role of women in indigenous organising? We find some discussion of indigenous women’s hardship or success in electoral politics, particularly pertinent within indigenous parties and women’s political participation in indigenous traditional political systems, but no broader effort to theorise the interconnections between national politics, gender politics within indigenous movement trajectories and indigenous women’s mobilisation patterns.

Still, as mentioned above, some studies have already shed light on many of the problems faced by indigenous women as they are marginalised or excluded from the politics of women’s as well as indigenous rights. Most of these works emphasise the difficult position facing women as actors defending their communities and peoples against colonial, cultural and economic oppression, in a context where they are also faced with gender discrimination. The collective struggle of indigenous peoples tends to cast a shadow over the claims of women, whereas the latter face the same marginalisation in relation to non-indigenous women’s struggles, usually based on an ethnocentric definition of gender. In addition, different authors have also investigated local processes of indigenous women’s organising. What is missing and what we propose here is a framework that goes beyond a national or sub-national level and that studies indigenous women’s mobilisation within the dynamics of the national indigenous movements and in relation to the national political process in a comparative perspective. Are there common factors that explain the emergence of indigenous women as political actors? Do they mobilise through similar types of organisations? What are the different organisational configurations that are found? How do indigenous women pressure for
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change within indigenous movements? What kinds of roles do they manage to develop and who are their allies?

Social Movements and Intersectionality

We propose a comparative analysis of the organisational forms adopted by indigenous women in the creation of spaces where they can position themselves as autonomous political actors. Using the insights of intersectionality we study indigenous women’s mobilisation in Peru, Bolivia and Mexico through identifying central processes that can explain the particular shape of their organising and discourses.

The integration of an intersectional approach to the political process model in social movement studies aims to account for the specific dynamics that shape social movement organisational forms. We build on the literature in social movement studies that suggest decentring the focus from state-movement relations to analyse how power structures affect movements’ internal as well as external dynamics. Recent scholarship in social movement studies has laid the groundwork for incorporating intersectionality into our understandings of social movement dynamics. An intersectional perspective views oppression as a result of the complex overlap of different
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systems, which affects not only dynamics between the movement and other actors but also internal movement dynamics. The integration of an intersectional approach allows us to understand how the articulation of structures of power influence the formation of boundaries as well as the type of organisational structures that are created by social movements. This framework reflects our claim that group identities as built in social movements should be seen as a reflection of power relations within society as much as between society and the state.

**Boundaries and Negotiations of Difference**

Intersectionality informs our analysis in the way we focus on the emergence of a collective identity within indigenous movements that seek to represent the intersection of two systems of oppression, gender and ethnicity, which are also both strongly associated with class. To understand the emergence of indigenous women as social movement actors we argue that considering the mechanism of boundary making, the creation of an oppositional relationship between political actors, is essential. Generally, in social movement theory, boundary making is analysed in terms of a social movement challenging dominant groups that are conceived as external to the movement. However, boundary making also takes place within social movements. Many feminist movements have emerged out of the disillusion of women activists from New Left movements in the 1970s. When women decide to create autonomous spaces they create new boundaries that may be more or less oppositional in relation to a particular social movement, in our case, broader mixed-gender indigenous organisations or non-indigenous women’s organisations.

Indigenous women’s organisations generally subscribe to some sectors of the indigenous movement whose discourses are formulated in a largely ethnic frame based on opposition to the state and the national ‘majorities’ it purportedly represents. However, indigenous women also develop a discourse on gender, refusing to identify themselves exclusively with an ethnic identity.

It is from this articulation of categories that women continually negotiate inclusion within the indigenous movement and, sometimes, that they formulate a distinct discourse and collective identity, thus becoming a specific political actor with a common base for organising together.
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The challenge facing indigenous women in articulating and struggling for gender demands within the indigenous movement is reproduced in relation to the feminist/women’s movement. In the same way that indigenous women might refuse to prioritise gender-blind indigenous demands over gendered demands within the indigenous movement, they also refuse to consider exclusively gender-based demands and criticise the ethnocentrism of the feminist/women’s movement platforms. We can understand the creation of an indigenous women’s movement as caused in some ways by both the failure of the indigenous movement to integrate a critical gender perspective within its demands and that of the feminist/women’s movements to integrate a critique of racism as well as ethnic rights demands.

Group identities can include, explicitly or not, different categories of social positionings. Social movements are made up of concrete groups acting together and shaping, in a fluid and contentious fashion, how they represent themselves in the public sphere. Collective identities tend to be constructed through essentialist frames as a strategy to simplify reality and amplify the legitimacy of grievances. This, we argue, is central for understanding how gender relations can be either idealised or simply absent from the discourse that frames a social movement’s identity and platforms, as well as how other types of social relations between women can be erased by a movement’s demands. Some social positionings are not represented in a social movement field while some group identities are essentialised, creating unified collective agencies at the cost of reproducing oppressive relations within and outside social movements. Such oppressive relations will consequently influence the organisational forms that are created by social movement actors, varying for example at the level of autonomy reached by different organisations or movements.

Internal Opportunities

The emergence of indigenous movements throughout Latin America can be explained by the specific structural changes that took place during the 1980s
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and 1990s. However, these do not explain why some indigenous women started to deploy an autonomous discourse and create new organising spaces within the indigenous movement, nor does it illustrate the obstacles they faced. While changes in the state and, notably, changes in the laws and institutions that affect indigenous peoples and women, are central factors to consider, we propose paying close attention to political opportunities within internal movement dynamics by analysing the process of negotiation of women’s demands and discourses about gender within the indigenous movement. This refers to internal challenges to core demands and discourse as well as to the reaction of movement organisations and leadership. To a certain extent this process is similar to the one characterising broader political opportunity structures as defined in the political process model. The political process model usually conceives political opportunities as external to social movements; the central factor that facilitates or constrains collective action, in this view, is a change in political opportunity structures. However, we propose going beyond a definition of opportunities focused on external dynamics to consider how the internal dynamics of social movements create, or fail to create, opportunities. We propose focusing on how internal challenges, opening/closing processes, which may or may not be prompted by external changes, are responded to from within the movement.

By opening/closing processes we mean a social movement’s type of reaction to new claims and demands that emerge from within its ranks. This dynamic leads to an internal negotiation for recognition that can have different outcomes; the two opposite extremes are whether the movement substantially redefines its discourse in order to include new demands (opening), or whether it refuses to incorporate them (closing). The outcomes of these processes depend on the type of reaction and can be either an increase or decrease of the perceived need for boundary transgression by the challengers. As a consequence of such processes, in the cases under study, some women continue to mobilise within the indigenous movement’s organisations, occupying important roles that enable them to integrate women’s interests in the movement’s agenda and discourse, while others create new spaces for mobilisation in order to put forward their demands independently of the mixed-gender organisations. As reported by different leaders and analysts, the resistance within indigenous movements to include indigenous women’s specific claims constituted
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an important factor in their decision to create autonomous organising spaces and discourses.33

In creating new spaces to organise and produce discourses, indigenous women navigate through the internal dynamics of the indigenous and feminist/women’s movements.34 As such the production of new collective identities is associated with the emergence of new movement boundaries. This experience of negotiating indigenous women’s specific demands through different collective identities and movements also received support from diverse actors that constitute important resources for indigenous women. Churches, feminist groups, and different national or international NGOs played an important role in supporting indigenous women’s mobilisation and organisation around different issues.35

For instance, the progressive Catholic Church, through the creation of Base Ecclesial Communities, opened organisational spaces for women to participate in productive projects and discussion spaces. Women’s groups and international NGOs also promoted this type of project, ranging from rural and indigenous women’s consciousness-raising, to providing support and counselling to indigenous women’s groups and the development of indigenous women’s leadership.

The relationships between indigenous women’s organisations and these other actors are complex and have been characterised by important collaborations, but also tensions emerging, for example, through the NGOisation phenomenon in Latin America that creates strong competition between groups.36

This has led in some cases to exclusionary practices that contribute to
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reinforcing social boundaries between women. The power imbalance existing between middle-class mestiza and indigenous and popular women have more often been reinforced than questioned through the practices of NGO-based development projects. These tensions have been sufficiently important as to explain in part why indigenous women’s organisations do not identify with the feminist/women’s movement. Yet this does not mean that there is no collaborative work between the two, as our case studies also show.

Autonomy and Organisational Type

In her 1998 piece ‘Analysing Women’s Movements’, Molyneux presented a typology of the forms adopted by women’s collective action according to the type of authority structure under which they mobilised. She highlighted three types: independent organisations (women’s self-governing collectives), associational linkages (institutional autonomy with political alliances), and directed mobilisations (authority and initiative comes from outside/above the collective). She insisted that ‘there is no necessary relationship between forms of organisations and interest articulation’, meaning that women’s interests could be very well represented in directed mobilisations, for example. As will be clear in what follows, the study of indigenous women’s recognition as political subjects shows contrasting paths towards autonomy and the representation of women’s interests. Women’s self-governing collectives are only one of the paths we found.

The social movement mechanism of boundary making as well as the internal opportunities within social movements are not the only ones at play in the emergence of indigenous women’s movements and their specific trajectories. However, we argue that these are central for analysing the specificity of indigenous women’s movements, particularly when approached from an intersectional perspective. We will now summarise the main features of the country cases we have studied before discussing the results of our comparative analysis.

Our Cases

Our comparative study involved three Latin American cases that contrast on a number of dimensions. Mexico, Peru and Bolivia represent a variety of
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temporal, national and regional dynamics in their patterns of indigenous mobilisation. The comparison sought to evaluate the impact of the relative strength of the indigenous movement in national politics on the opportunities for indigenous women to create spaces of their own within the movement. Field research was conducted in Peru in 2009, 2010 and 2012; in Bolivia in 2011 and 2013; and in Mexico in 2010 and 2011. On average, 30 semi-structured interviews were carried out in each country with indigenous women leaders of indigenous movement organisations, with their NGO allies, with local experts, with international cooperation agency staff, and with feminist activists.

While Mexico is marked by the federal nature of its political system, Peru is the most centralised polity of the three and Bolivia has a unitary political system but with strong regional centres and a new agenda of creating multilevel political autonomies. Even though statistical data on indigenous peoples is still often under-evaluating their numerical importance, and the criteria used for identification is restrictive in many cases (using language rather than self-identification), it is useful to cite the following as an overview.

Mexico’s indigenous population is a minority, and is estimated at about 15 million people (12.5 per cent of the total population), with 62 indigenous peoples, most of them living in the south of the country. The absolute number of the indigenous population in Mexico is the largest in Latin America. The second largest is Peru with 6.5 million indigenous citizens, which makes up an important minority, approaching 25 per cent of the total population with 52 indigenous peoples. Bolivia’s indigenous population is a majority (5 million) and is estimated at 62 per cent of the total population, with 36 indigenous peoples.

Mexico’s indigenous movement is probably the most well known because of the important breakthrough of the Zapatista (EZLN) armed uprising in the mid-1990s. However, since the early 2000s the Zapatistas have retreated to the local level in order to strengthen their project of autonomy. After the signing of the San Andrés Accords on Indigenous Rights and Culture in 1996, where apparently the Zapatistas had managed to obtain autonomy
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and collective rights, the Mexican government took several steps backwards and conflict re-emerged in Chiapas. The adoption of the Law on Indigenous Rights and Culture in 2001, a diluted version of the San Andrés Accords, negatively impacted the national indigenous movement as this represented a closure of opportunities. Beyond the Zapatista movement, other regional indigenous movements have made great inroads at the level of community self-governance. In Oaxaca the indigenous movement has mobilised and strengthened its organisations since the 1980s. In Guerrero, indigenous organisations have been mainly present at the local level, particularly after the decline of state-level organisations in the 2000s. These historically strong indigenous regional movements have nonetheless not managed to sustain a process leading to national unity, such as the one initiated with the creation of the National Indigenous Congress (CNI) in 1996, which was supported by the Zapatista National Liberation Army (EZLN) and local indigenous organisations. Moreover, the national organisations and networks that emerged in the 1990s and strengthened indigenous organisations at the local level have disintegrated and contributed to a retreat to the local level and a decline of the capacity to mobilise at the national level. Indeed, the majority of their political gains remain at the local and regional (state) levels.

Peru’s and Bolivia’s indigenous movements are also divided geographically, but this time largely between the Highlands and Amazon/lowland regions. Strong regional organisations have consolidated except in the Peruvian Highlands. The Bolivian case demonstrates greater ‘success’ of indigenous movement influence on the state, with the election of Evo Morales as President in 2005 and the adoption of a radically new constitution in 2009 that provides numerous rights and reforms demanded by the indigenous movements. These gains were obtained through the joint collaboration of all major regional indigenous organisations that managed to form a ‘Pact of Unity’ during the Constituent Assembly. However, once the new constitution was adopted, a number of issues led to tensions between the various organisations, eventually leading to the dissolution of the pact. The division falls largely along the line of the organisations that have formed the governing MAS party, mostly peasant federations (Confederación Sindical Única de Trabajadores Campesinos de Bolivia, CSUTCB and Confederación Sindical de Comunidades Interculturales de Bolivia, CSCIB), confronting other sectors of the indigenous movement, such as the movement for the reconstruction of ancestral ayllus in


the Highlands (Consejo Nacional de Ayllus y Markas del Qullasuyu, CONAMAQ), and the lowland indigenous organisations united in the Confederation of Indigenous Peoples of Bolivia (CIDOB). The division is therefore not organised strictly along ethnic or geographical lines, but rather, according to the different trajectories in constructing what indigenous peoples’ rights and autonomy means. To simplify, the pro-government sector is based on union-type organisations and peasant/migrant economies based on individual parceling of the land. It conceives autonomy mainly in relation to popular control of the state apparatus, something that the MAS purportedly embodies. The opposition is made up of a greater variety of organisations that share the ideal of territorial-based, collective autonomy for indigenous peoples’ organisations and emphasise in a much more pronounced fashion the need to protect the environment as a central issue in indigenous cultural identities.

Peru has long been considered an exceptional case of deviation from the Latin American pattern of indigenous mobilisation, as the Peruvian indigenous movement is poorly articulated at the national level and in the Highlands, where a majority of the indigenous population lives.\(^{47}\) However, recent developments around the issue of the right to prior consultation on major projects affecting indigenous communities have galvanised indigenous mobilisation and fostered more collaboration between Highland and Amazon based organisations. A Peruvian indigenous Pact of Unity was created in November 2011, which was a major step forward for the movement following the Peruvian Congress’s adoption of the first law in Latin America specifically designed to implement the right to prior consultation contained in ILO Convention 169. The Law on the Right to Prior Consultation of Indigenous and Native Peoples was adopted in September 2011 in the first months of the Ollanta Humala government, in reaction to national shock following the dramatic end of the protests led by Amazonian indigenous organisations affiliated with the pan-Amazonian Asociación Inter-étnica de Defensa de la Selva Peruana (AIDESEP). The protests ended in 2009 with violent clashes between indigenous protesters and security forces that caused the deaths of 34 people.

However, since its adoption, the government has shown no decisive sign of wanting to apply the law in a straightforward manner. Additionally, the Pact
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of Unity has been severely weakened by problems in the main indigenous organisation of the Highlands, the Confederation of Communities Affected by Mining (CONACAMI), which faces a leadership crisis that has paralysed it since late 2012. Moreover, in early 2014, AIDESEP left the Pact of Unity, again leaving Peru’s indigenous movement highly fragmented, and with no clear national agenda apart from the implementation of the right to prior consultation and the creation of a state machinery to address indigenous peoples’ rights.

Indigenous Women’s Recognition as Political Subjects

Our approach to indigenous women’s recognition as political subjects implies that they occupy specific organisational spaces and that they become political agents in the national public sphere acting collectively in their name and with a sufficient level of strength to be acknowledged by the media. This process dates back to the 1980s in Bolivia, to the early 2000s in Peru, and the 1990s in Mexico. When we consider the breakthrough of indigenous movements into national political dynamics, we notice that indigenous women have appeared as political subjects early in the structuring of indigenous organising processes. Yet they began to become more autonomous political subjects in the indigenous movements in the late 1990s in the case of Mexico, in the early 2000s in Bolivia and the late 2000s in Peru. Globally speaking, therefore, we can associate indigenous women’s empowerment as social movement actors with the broad normative changes that have occurred in Latin America in relation to gender equality. The 1990s is a crucial decade for the integration of gender equality as a norm guiding state policy and the priorities of many international cooperation agencies and national NGOs. This is an important context that has benefited indigenous women as well, as we will explain below when referring to the role of external actors.

In the Andean countries, the indigenous movement grew in strength in the 2000s. In Bolivia in particular, the empowerment of the indigenous movement with the election of Evo Morales has unleashed a dynamic of emulation/competition between indigenous organisations that has benefited women’s representation and participation. In the case of Mexico, the organisational spaces and actions of the indigenous movement in the 1990s, inspired by the central space occupied by women in the EZLN, created favourable opportunities for indigenous women to voice specific demands and organise autonomously.

One of the key comparative findings of our study is that indigenous women emerged as social movement actors through a variety of organisational forms that in part determine the degree of autonomy they can exercise as political subjects. Basically four broad types of organisational patterns have developed
and are more or less widespread: a specific women’s space in a mixed-gender organisation; a women-only organisation created out of a mixed-gender organisation and that remains related to the latter; an organisation based on gender dualism in all positions of authority (married couples occupy all the positions jointly within the organisation); and a women-only organisation with no permanent link to any other organisation (independent organisations).

In Peru, we found a dual pattern. On the one hand, the most important organisations in the Highlands and the Amazon (AIDESEP, CONACAMI, and the peasant union confederations CNA and CCP) have created a specific space within their organisation to channel and promote women’s participation. Women’s Secretariats have usually offered some space for women leaders to gain experience and sometimes move to other leadership positions within the organisation, such as the vice-presidency or even the presidency of the organisation. While these spaces have also been promoted at the level of regional affiliates, the growing number of women participating in mixed-gender indigenous organisations has not translated into an agenda that would specifically address indigenous women’s needs. On the other hand, the case of Peru is also characterised by the formation of independent indigenous women’s organisations acting autonomously. Two such national organisations have been created in the 2000s. The Organización Nacional de Mujeres Indígenas Andinas y Amazónicas del Peru (ONAMIAP) was created in 2009 out of a decade-long process of training and networking among grassroots rural women’s organisations promoted by a Lima-based NGO dedicated to indigenous cultural revival. Chirapaq Centro de Culturas Indígenas del Perú, led by Tarcila Rivera Zea. ONAMIAP was the instigator of the indigenous movement’s Pact of Unity and had a central role in its coordination. This initiative was described by ONAMIAP’s leader, Gladys Vila, as the best strategy for gaining some recognition from mixed-gender organisations. The other independent organisation, the Federación de Mujeres Campesinas, Artesanas, Indígenas, Nativas y Asalariadas del Peru (FEMUCARINAP) was created in 2006 through the decision by a few leaders of the CCP, one of the two national peasant union confederations, to break out of this male-dominated organisation and form an independent women’s voice. It adopted a platform
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uniting indigenous and rural women as well as urban migrant workers, and participated in Peru’s indigenous movement’s Pact of Unity.

Both ONAMIAP and FEMUCARINAP gathered women from all of the different regions of the country, thus achieving what no other indigenous organisation could achieve: presenting themselves as a national voice that represented indigenous women all over the country, thus breaking down the geographic distinction between Highland and Amazonian indigenous peoples. While both certainly have much work left to do to fulfil their promise of broad representativeness, they each nonetheless brought together around 20 department-level organisations. One of their main weaknesses was the fact that they remained two national organisations rather than a single one and that their two presidents had a highly competitive relationship.

In Bolivia, the dominant pattern is that of women-only organisations created out of a mixed-gender organisation and that remains related to the latter. The most important indigenous women’s organisation, the Confederación nacional de mujeres campesinas indígenas originarias de Bolivia ‘Bartolina Sisa’ (CNMCIOB ‘BS’), was created in 1980 out of the CSUTCB, itself the largest peasant union in the country. Its creation was the result of negotiations between women, who were putting internal pressure on the movement, and male leaders who were willing to enhance the organisation’s mobilising capacity by capitalising on women’s availability and strength.

The CNMCIOB ‘BS’ (called the Bartolinas) led the way in inspiring other indigenous women to convince or assert themselves over the male leaders of their organisations in order to create their own organisation. By becoming a central organisation of the Bolivian indigenous movement in the 2000s, the Bartolinas projected a very successful model while at the same time its hegemonic pretensions to represent all indigenous women unleashed a reaction among diverse sectors of the indigenous movement. As mentioned at the outset of this article, the Confederación nacional de mujeres indígenas de Bolivia (CNAMIB) was created in 2008 out of the Confederación de Pueblos Indígenas de Bolivia (CIDOB), the main indigenous confederation of the lowlands of Bolivia. It was initially not supported by the male leadership of CIDOB, but according to CNAMIB’s leaders and other observers, the need to counter the Bartolinas’ attempt to represent all Bolivian indigenous women eventually allowed the CNAMIB to create a positive and collaborative relationship with CIDOB.

Another case of gender parallelism is the Confederación Sindical de Mujeres de Comunidades Interculturales de Bolivia (CSMCIB), created in 2010 out of the Confederación Sindical de Comunidades Interculturales de Bolivia.

49 This organisational ‘gender parallelism’ dates back even further if we consider the experience of the Miners’ Housewives Associations (Comités de Amas de Casa), who were crucial in the popular struggle against authoritarianism in the 1970s.
(CSCIB), the organisation of migrant populations from the Quechua and Aymara Highlands, who have been migrating to the lowlands since the late 1950s. The organisation was previously named ‘Confederación sindical de colonizadores’, from its creation in 1971 until the election of Evo Morales in 2005, when it decided to change the term ‘colonizadores’ to ‘intercultural communities’. The CSMCIB was created in order to better represent and coordinate women from the ‘intercultural communities’ and as a way to maintain some equilibrium between the CSCIB and the CSUTCB/Bartolinas. The two organisations are indeed the most important bases of the MAS governing party, and up to 2010 the first did not have its women’s branch.

Besides this predominant pattern of organising, which we termed ‘gender parallelism’, Bolivia also has the only case of an organisation based on gender dualism in all positions of authority. The Consejo Nacional de Ayllus y Markas del Qullasuyu (CONAMAQ) was founded in 1997 by Aymara and Quechua communities who sought to rebuild the ancient ayllus, markas and suyus that existed on their territory (pre-colonial indigenous territories with customary economic and political institutions). The organisation was designed from the beginning with a structure of leadership that assigned married couples to fill each position jointly. According to the gender ideology promoted by CONAMAQ, the Mama T’alla (female authority) and the Tata (male authority) are conceived as complementary, just as the heterosexual married couple is conceived as the basic social unit of the community. The leadership model chosen by CONAMAQ caused the organisation some problems in institutional contexts where seats are conceded individually for one representative of each organisation.

The dual pattern found in Peru is also predominant in Mexico, where we find women’s organising spaces within mixed-gender indigenous and peasant organisations in the 1990s predominantly, while during the late 1990s and 2000s we see the creation of autonomous organisations by indigenous women coming from previously existing mixed-gender organisations. Similarly to the Confederación Campesina del Peru, women within the peasant and indigenous national organisations in Mexico created Women’s Commissions or Women’s Areas in the late 1980s and 1990s. Such commissions or areas aimed to promote peasant and indigenous women’s projects as well as their participation in the organisation. This inclusion was sometimes a response to funding agencies that promoted women-focused projects, or a strategy to increase organisational membership. In other words, the organisations’ main concern was not to integrate women as autonomous subjects with particular interests, but rather to integrate them in the pursuit of the


This was the case notably with the creation in 1989 of the Women’s Area within the National Union of Regional Peasant Organisations (UNORCA), in order to promote local and regional women’s participation in different projects. Indigenous women also created a women’s commission within one of the most important indigenous organisations at the national level in the 1990s, the Pluralistic Indigenous National Assembly for Autonomy (ANIPA). However, in this case, the creation of the Women’s Commission in 1995 was the result of the rejection of women’s specific demands within the ANIPA. A similar situation occurred within the National Indigenous Congress (CNI) and the Guerrero Council for 500 Years of Indian, Black and People’s Resistance.

When women in the CNI tried to incorporate their perspectives into different spaces, the resistance they faced became sufficiently difficult as to make it necessary for them to organise autonomously. Following the same goal as women from ANIPA, women from the CNI combined their efforts to organise the first national meeting of indigenous women in 1997 in the city of Oaxaca, where more than 600 women participated, representing approximately 26 different indigenous groups. The Coordinadora Nacional de Mujeres Indígenas (CONAMI) was created during this meeting, becoming the first structure at the national level to gather local organisations of indigenous women and actively promote indigenous women’s participation and leadership. Thus CONAMI became the primary space for formulating and representing indigenous women’s demands and interests at the national level. It was instrumental in providing a space for coordinating indigenous women at the national level but more importantly, it organised numerous workshops for training indigenous women to develop tools to promote their rights and to train other women from their communities and groups.

If training took a central place in the first years of CONAMI, from the beginning CONAMI also endeavoured to bring together local groups of indigenous women to collaborate and organise in regional processes. Although top-down initiatives for creating regional coordination were deployed, the outcomes depended on the local dynamics of women’s organising in those regions. CONAMI succeeded in providing resources to local groups to
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organise and build alliances between women from different states. In terms of creating structures at the sub-national level however, the impact was rather limited to a few states, primarily in the southeast (Guerrero, Oaxaca and Chiapas).

The Dynamics of Indigenous Women’s Emergence as Social Movement Actors

As explained above and drawing on social movement theory and intersectionality, we identified several mechanisms that help to explain the dynamics of indigenous women’s organising processes. They manifested themselves somewhat differently in each context, both nationally and in relation to different indigenous organisations. However, the comparison has allowed us to draw several conclusions.

First, the more powerful an indigenous movement or organisation is in relation to its access to the state and political representation, the more indigenous women tend to remain within the same organisational ‘family’ where they were trained as leaders and activists. For example, when they create their own parallel but related organisation, women benefit from the extensive prestige and resources of the male-dominated organisation, yet can develop their own voice and position themselves relatively autonomously in the public sphere. The Bolivian case exemplifies this trend the most. In this scenario, the opening of the movement to women expressing their demands as political subjects is strategically transferred ‘outside’ the male-dominated organisation, yet presented as the best way to recognise in due form the specific contribution made by women to the movement. This also avoids the construction of boundaries as indigenous women act jointly with indigenous male-dominated organisations, yet they can also create their own space to pursue ‘complementary’ issues of greater interest to them.

In contrast in Peru, where the indigenous movement is the weakest, women have either gained more space within mixed-gender organisations but with little result in terms of political empowerment as a social group, or created their own independent organisations. The latter road has been the more worthwhile in terms of political positioning, as the two independent women’s organisations have managed to develop their own agendas and gain recognition by state institutions and through their participation in some coordinating spaces among indigenous movement organisations. The formation of independent organisations is associated with a perceived closing of the indigenous movement to women’s voices, which provoked the creation of a gender boundary within the movement. Yet this boundary is rather flexible in practice, as in many instances all major organisations acted in concert. This being said, some indigenous women have also managed to rise to the highest leadership positions within mixed-gender
organisations, a phenomenon that was unimaginable a decade ago and that indicates some change in the mentality of these organisations’ leaders.

The case of Mexico presents a more complex situation regarding the relationship between the strength of its indigenous movement and women’s organising processes. The strength of the indigenous movement in the 1990s represented a major opportunity for indigenous women in terms of participation, the creation of networks, access to resources, and allies’ support. This allowed women to participate fully within mixed-gender organisations but also to develop their own discourses and organisational structures. When the indigenous movement declined in the early 2000s women had constructed the networks that would allow them, while retreating to the regional level, to create new and autonomous organisations from which they mobilised as autonomous political actors. These organisations are principally the Indigenous Women’s Assembly of Oaxaca (AMIO), the Coordination of Indigenous Women of Guerrero (CGMI) and the Indigenous Women’s Coordination of Chiapas (COEMI).

The rise of indigenous women’s organising spaces can also be interpreted as the construction of a new boundary in relation to the women’s/feminist movements. Indeed, as women organising outside of the established channels of representation for women in civil society, their emergence as political subjects presents a challenge to the category ‘women’ as a homogeneous category, as occurred in the United States, for example, with the emergence of Black and Chicana feminisms. The majority of the organisations we studied explicitly distanced themselves from feminist movements, even if they acknowledged the importance of the work done by feminists in advancing women’s rights in their country as well as the support of some feminist organisations for their own organising processes. They pointed to historical social structures that positioned indigenous women in subordinate positions in relation to urban middle-class women who were the instigators and leaders of the feminist movements. As mentioned by a Quechua leader in Bolivia describing the relationship between feminist activists and indigenous women activists: ‘They are from the city and think that everything is easy. For us, in the countryside, it’s more difficult. They know how to read, some are professionals. We are not professionals. We have ideas, we know how to think, but very often they pretend to know more than us’.

These hierarchies were also invoked when indigenous women claimed to carry different understandings of oppression and emancipation. In general, indigenous women emphasise the collective nature of oppressive relations as
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being historically located in colonial and racist structures. Ethnic and gender oppression are inter-related in their experiences and affect how they articulate their political platforms. Emancipatory struggles are conceived as the joint efforts of men and women, who make complementary contributions to their communities’ wellbeing and therefore should both act together in representing these communities. As a result, the indigenous women we interviewed positioned themselves clearly in the terrain of the indigenous movement rather than the feminist or even the women’s movement, with the exception of one independent indigenous women’s organisation in Peru (FEMUCARINAP), whose identity was less univocally indigenous, and who maintained an alliance with some feminist organisations. Moreover, in the case of Mexico, some of the indigenous women leaders clearly identify themselves as feminists, but see their feminism as grounded in indigenous women’s movements.

However, in practice, we have observed the strategic use of feminist resources by indigenous women in cross-boundary dialogues and collaboration. In the case of Bolivia, permanent mechanisms for inter-organisational collaboration to advance joint platforms on women’s rights have been created between middle-class urban feminists and indigenous women, beginning with the election of the Evo Morales government.59 These mechanisms have been key for the recent adoption of a series of laws on gender parity and alternation for all electoral processes, on political harassment against elected women, and on violence against women, among other issues. In the case of Peru, FEMUCARINAP’s alliance with some key feminist organisations was based on mutual respect for each other’s platform and priorities, and selective support where interests coincide. Additionally, in certain instances, feminists and indigenous women leaders have built connections on an individual basis. For example, when Teresita Antazu, an important leader of AIDESEP, was persecuted by the state in 2009, a feminist lawyer assumed her defence. In Mexico, different organisations have been instrumental for indigenous women’s organising processes. Their support was manifested through projects, workshops, training, and also financing. Among these organisations we find Kinal Antzetik, an organisation that was actively involved in the process of creating CONAMI and that supported local and state-level organising processes in Chiapas and Guerrero, or COMLATEZIN, a feminist organisation supporting peasant and indigenous women’s groups in Oaxaca.60

Another conclusion that can be derived from the comparison is that the role of external actors in pushing for the opening of specific spaces for women inside indigenous organisations is again stronger in the case of the weakest indigenous movement, in Peru. International NGOs like Oxfam and Ibis
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Denmark (among others) and the German international cooperation agency GTZ (among others), have used the financial and political support they give to the main mixed-gender indigenous movement organisations as leverage to convince the predominantly male leadership to innovate and create institutionalised mechanisms for women’s participation and representation. The independent indigenous women’s organisations were created as a result of more autonomous processes, yet also relied heavily on financial resources provided by NGOs or international cooperation agencies. In Bolivia, the same NGOs (Ibis and Oxfam) were also instrumental in assisting women from the CONAMAQ in developing training tools and opportunities to organise meetings with the lowland indigenous women’s organisation CNAMIB. Yet the emergence of Bolivian indigenous women as political subjects is more attributable to women’s own agency and to their retaining close links to male-dominated mass organisations than to specific pressures by external actors. The case of Mexico is similar to the path followed in Bolivia, yet the relationship established between indigenous women and feminist organisations was key to mobilising resources and support for indigenous women’s organising processes. However, the type of relationship that exists between indigenous women and external actors varies greatly from one region to another. In Oaxaca, for example, the relationship with external actors is less mediated and more collaborative than in Chiapas, where the collaboration between mestizas and indigenous women did not systematically lead to the creation of independent organisational structures for indigenous women.\footnote{Morales Hudon, Struggling for Autonomy.}

Another important dimension of the dynamics we studied is the way indigenous women articulate ethnicity and gender in their discourses, and how that contributes to shaping movement identity. Indeed, besides empowering women and creating specific organisational spaces for them within the indigenous movement, women’s articulation of ethnicity and gender has fundamentally shifted the movement’s identity. One key result common to all our cases is that indigenous movements now recognise the need to address violence against women. This move represents a substantial victory as it required male leaders to admit that such problems exist in indigenous communities, and that they need to be addressed. Yet clearly, this issue remains the priority of women, and without their continual pressure it is likely that indigenous organisations would not hold it as a political issue worth pursuing.

In the case of the weaker indigenous movement (Peru), the mixed-gender indigenous organisations are slow in granting the importance they should to this issue (violence against women), as it rarely if ever appears in their statements or documents. Conversely, Peru’s two independent women’s organisations make it a central demand. In Bolivia, reports on dramatic cases and
statistics on violence against women led to the adoption of a law against fem-
incide in 2013 by the MAS government, but again it is quite clear that the
political work on this issue is predominantly done by indigenous women’s
organisations together with other women’s organisations. In Mexico the
work on this issue is also conducted primarily through the collaboration of in-
digenous women and feminist organisations, through spaces such as the Sexual
and Reproductive Rights Network (DDSER) and the Indigenous Women’s
House projects (CAMI).

We also noted in our comparison that indigenous women’s articulation of
ethnicity and gender tends to be associated with the defence of food sovereignty,
along with claims to protect and value indigenous traditional medicine.
Indigenous women identify predominantly with the role of care-givers in a
broad sense, from the family to the community, and to the natural environ-
ment, which is considered as home and family symbolically. This frame has
been integrated into the identity of indigenous movements in general, reinfor-
cing the traditional frame of the indigenous as the defender of the planet
against the ills of modern techno-industrial capitalism. Yet far from leaving
women in a role of care-giver strictly speaking, an interesting facet of indigen-
ous women’s interpretation of these themes is also that of their role as produ-
cers, either as agricultural producers or as craftswomen.

Overall, the greatest transformation in indigenous movements’ identity is
towards a more gender-balanced leadership structure, as demonstrated by
the specific organisational configurations that we highlighted above. As
could be suspected, a particularity of indigenous women’s political discourse
is its insistence on women’s representation as a social group within indigenous
organisations. In Bolivia, this goes further and includes state institutions at all
levels, whereas in Mexico, indigenous women’s political discourse promotes
their participation in different political spaces: traditional indigenous self-gov-
ernments at the local level and political parties. As shown in our discussion
about organisational configurations, there are some regional and national var-
iations, yet overall the past decade has seen quite dramatic changes in the
gender identity of indigenous movements. In the case of Bolivia, the strong
rise of indigenous women as political actors has also translated into the adop-
tion of the principle of gender parity and alternation in all elected positions
within formal state institutions, including those at the highest judicial level,
as guaranteed by the 2009 Constitution and a series of electoral laws
adopted in 2010.

However, this greater gender balance in indigenous movements is also
influenced by the trajectory that led to particular organisational configurations.
In Peru, for example, the independent indigenous women’s organisations were
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seen as a clear threat by male-dominated organisations and thus suffered constant exclusion and campaigns to delegitimise them. As told by one Quechua leader, ‘men were saying “now that women have formed their organisations we will form male-only organisations!” and they insisted that we women did not have territories, that only indigenous peoples had territories’.63 This exclusion only gradually faded away when indigenous women’s organisations found ways to work to strengthen the role of the indigenous movement in national politics, as occurred when the ONAMIAP launched and structured the work of the Pact of Unity between the different national indigenous organisations, and when FEMUCARINAP was elected as representative of Peru in the transnational alliance Via Campesina. Only when contributing to the ‘greater cause’ as defined by indigenous male leaders were they accepted as part of the indigenous movement.

Conclusion

The social positioning of indigenous women within indigenous movements reflects complex power relations that are visible in the emergence of new collective identities but also in internal organisational structures and dynamics. This confirms that adopting an intersectional approach in the study of social movements is a useful framework for analysing how power structures affect both internal and external movement dynamics. Our comparison shows that the organising paths followed by indigenous women vary depending on internal dynamics within indigenous movements and the relationships established with external actors. These paths reflect distinct experiences of oppression, but more importantly, different opportunities within the indigenous movement to bring about changes in their internal dynamics. The internal opportunities or constraints indigenous women face within indigenous organisations, along with the perceived necessity for boundary transgression, the role of external actors and the resources they made available to women, have been shaped by such power relations.

Indigenous women’s independent organisations have primarily formed in the context of weak (Peru) or weakening (Mexico) indigenous movements in national politics. We interpret this as reflecting that greater organisational autonomy was more attractive or necessary for indigenous women when the mixed-gender organisations were not producing satisfactory results. In contrast, in Bolivia the emergence of indigenous women’s organisations parallelising and related to mixed-gender indigenous organisations has expanded at a similar pace to the strengthening of the indigenous movement in national politics. These contrasting paths towards developing organisations should not,
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however, be taken by themselves as indicators of a greater or lesser degree of success of indigenous women in achieving recognition as political subjects and in pursuing autonomous agendas. The fact that most indigenous women leaders have first mobilised within mixed-gender organisations sets the frame for understanding autonomy as relationally constructed in the context of the broader dynamics of indigenous movements. Indeed, indigenous women have built spaces of their own that both maintain their affiliation with indigenous organisations while winning the right to speak as political subjects. While this article has not discussed the meaning of autonomy for the different indigenous women we interviewed, as we emphasised throughout the article, this recognition as political subjects and the empowerment it provides is contingent on women’s capacity to find ways to mobilise in their own name within or in relation to mixed-gender indigenous organisations. The opportunities to do so without creating an oppositional boundary within the movement are important in light of indigenous women’s discourse on gender and ethnicity and in light of the legitimacy they need to build in order to create their own spaces.

One key factor that affects the dynamics of indigenous women’s mobilisation is the relationships between indigenous women and external organisations that have contributed to fostering boundary making between women and even between indigenous women and men. Indigenous women identified their experience of exclusion or subordination, even if sometimes through collaborative links, as a key reason to build their own organising spaces and articulate their own public voices. These relationships have also been instrumental in providing resources for strengthening indigenous women’s organising processes. In most cases, however, these processes have enriched indigenous movements rather than fragment them along gender lines. Even in the case of independent organisations, women’s contribution to indigenous movements is noticeable in how they join forces with mixed-gender organisations in various coordinating spaces and fora. Indigenous women’s recognition as political subjects has positively led to more balance in male-female leadership and participation within indigenous movements, which have broadened their platforms to include at least some of women’s priorities.

This being said, it is important to underline that due to space limitations, this article has not discussed the daily difficulties faced by indigenous women in their efforts to be recognised as full members of indigenous organisations with equal rights to voice and vote. Nor have we reported on the violent repression that they endure together with their male comrades, as part of indigenous movements’ interactions with the state and private corporations. Many indigenous women activists told us that one of their frustrations and impetus for building new organising spaces was related to how they experienced violent protests and their aftermath. Many claimed that their male
comrades sent them to the front of the marches where they would encounter police or military agents. This strategic decision was justified by the argument that the latter would be less inclined to use drastic repressive tactics when facing women. While indigenous women portrayed themselves as proudly and effectively assuming this role, they also resented the lack of reward in return for their courage: no seat at the press conference, no official leadership position. This, among other issues, eventually pushed many of them to seek more autonomous organising spaces. These and other stories will be analysed elsewhere.
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